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Somali Sunrise is the sequel to Driftwood. Although it is the second book in the Driftwood Trilogy,
many readers may regard it as the â€˜fourthâ€™ book in the Crossfire Trilogy, because it straddles
both trilogies, answering the questions that arose after Driftwood and after Crossfire: Hearts on
Fire.In Somali Sunrise, Nancy Kendall returns to Mozambique on her friend Peter Colemanâ€™s
yacht, enjoying a scuba diving holiday. But soon unforeseen circumstances turns their holiday into a
trip into hell.When Karl sees Nancyâ€™s photo on a CNN news broadcast, his world is shattered,
even more so when he discovers that she had taken her six year old son, Daniel Kendall, on holiday
with her. Could the little boy, now facing the same perils as his mother, be his child, and if so, will he
get a chance to know his son, or will fate rip him away forever?Stefan, happily married to Marcelle,
immediately takes steps to rescue Nancy and her son, but his decision has unexpected
consequences, both for him and Marcelle.
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This was the fifth book that I read in the crossfire series + I'm definitely waiting for the last + sixth
book. I love the people in these books. Niki Savage has a wonderful imagination, very strong +

colorful.. This is definitely a series to get lost in. Get it ,,,,

Thanks to the author for bringing Marcelle & Stefan back. I got so deep into this story that made
happy, sad, devastated for the inoportune events and that kept disturbing their happiness and
corrupting their love. Well Ms. Savage, I was a real mess as I kept reading, and reading, and
reading, I really felt for them, wept for them, and loved it. Please continue trying to bring happiness
for them, they deserve it.

Ok. I absolutely loved the Crossfire series! Dove right into the Driftwood Trilogy. I'm totally vested in
these remarkable characters. As I neared the end of book 2 I realized that there were going to be
lots of loose ends left for book three of the trilogy, But the end of Somali Sunrise appears to be "
The .End." No mention of the next book. I'm so up in the air. I know that every story can't be
wrapped up in a neat little package but I'm jonesing here! Please tell me another book is on the
way!

Sitting on the edge of my sit, unable to see anything around Me only what is happening in the book.
So well written that you just loose yourself in the characters. You forget to eat, sometimes to even
breath. So lost when I do finished it.Our

I enjoyed the book but I thought it was supposed to be about a new series or a different couple,.and
was disappointed that it was moistly about another couple in the previous series and that the new
couple was kind of an after thought

The book is good. I truly recommend this book....but, until the author have publish the last book of
this trilogy (The Driftwood) do not read Somali sunrise. Which is the book 2 of this trilogy. This book
is full of surprise. I called lots of pain and tragedy. Love to have Marcelle and Stefan back but, I
believe this series was supposed to be about Karl and Nancy. Hope the author can fix this twist.

I absolutely loved this series. Honesty could not put it down! ðŸ˜• I enjoyed it tremendously and
highly recommend it. It is well written and the story reads beautifully. Get it now you won't regrets it.
I can't wait for the next one.

Somali Sunrise I enjoyed the story and the continued uNion of these characters. I hope there are

more to come.
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